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The meeting was organized ~by V.V. Goldberg (Newark, NJ, USA) and
K. Stramba.ch (Erlangen). The progra.m focused on questions of the differ
ential geometry of webs and touched on related topics and their applications
to other branches of mathematics. Special attention was given to develop
ments in the field following discussions at the previous MFO meeting in
'1984. In web theory' itself, topits such as closed G-structuresassociated
with wehs, proving aJ.gebraizability theorems for same geometrie objects
using web-theoretic techniques, an algebraic interpretation of higher order
tensors of a three-web, three-webs in homogeneous spaces, rank problems
fOl different kinds of wehs and their applications to physics gave a deeper
insight on web geometry and its connection with algebraic geometry, the
theory of differential-geometrie structures and physics.

It is well-known that web geometry is closely conneeted with different
algebraic structures (loeal loops, algebras etc.). Interesting developments
in the theory of homogeneous left Lie loops and tangent algebras, develop
ments of algebraic nature in the theory of comtrans algebras (which have
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appeared as loeal algebras for (n+l)-webs), applications offirst degree loops
to quadratic systems of ordinary differential equations a.s well as global a&

pects of loop theory, (loops as invariant seetions in groups and collineation
groups generated by Bol reflections) were presented. In addition, the Lie
theory of semigroups and its applieation to ehronogeometry and semigroups .
in topological planes and their relation with the foundation of geometry were
diseussed.

At the end of the meeting a problem· session tookplace.
The session was devoted to the memory of Professor Dr. Gerrit Bol

(1906-1989), one of the founders of web geometry. The direetor of MFO
Professor Dr. Martin Barner gave an informal talk on the life and the
career of G. Bol.

Abstracts o{ contrjbuted lectures

M~A~ AKIVIS
Three-webs Md c10sed G-structures

A three-web W given on a differentiable manifold X, dim X = 2r, defines
a Gw-structure on X with the structure group G = GL(r). In each point
x E X the fundamental tensors Cl, , Ck of this Gw-structure 'generate loeal
algebras Wk(X) of orders k = 2,3, ,n, ... A Gw-structutels called clo~ed

of order k if c. = f(C2, ..• , Ck), s > k.
It is proved that

1. H a Gw-structure is c10sed of order k, then the loeal algebra Wk(XO)
given at the point Xo defines a three-web W on X .

.2. Gw-struetures conneeted with three-webs, on which one of the classieal
closure eanditions are satisfied, are clased. In particular, for wehs (T):
k = 1 and the W2-algehra is trivial; for webs (R): k = 2 and the W2

algebra is a Lie algebra; for webs (BI&Br ): k = 2 and the W2-algebra
is a Mal'cev algebra; for webs (BI), (Br ) and (Bm ): k = 3 and the
W3-algebras are Bol algebrali; for wehs (H): k = 4 and t~e W4-algebra.
is called the hexagonal algebra.
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M.A. AKIVIS; ';
Problems of algebraizability cf submanifolds in projective differential geometry

The algebraizabi~typr.oblem for a ~ystem of SD)"ooth subrpanifolds Ven
a = 1, ... ,d, of dimension r of a projective space pn is to fin4 conditions

. under which these submanifolds belang to an· algebraic submanifold of the
same dim~nsion. This kind of conditions' was 'known fora. system of curves
in a projective plane (theorems of Abel and Reiss). .

We prove the tl;leorems generalizing.the theorems ofAbel.and Reiss for
a system of hypersurfa.ces and submanifolds of codimension. p > 1 in the
space pn. We show different methods of prcofs of this kind of theorems, in

"particular, the method using'the techniques ofthe theory of webs:'

D. GERBER:
Applications of first degree loops to quadratic systems

. The first degree loop L(F- 1 ), with product zoy = p-i(y)z+y, ia admjSsible
(for the quadratic system x = z *%,%(0) = e) Uf z(t,e) = -t-1(t().\. Here
Q(*) is areal commutative algebra and x.\ ia the left inyerse of z in L. We
have shown earlier that L is admissible if it is an LIP loop and that an
admissible loop exists for every quadratic system. Because L is assumed to
be an'alytic, x Q' y = x + y - xy +..., where zy is multiplication in {" the
rela.ted algebra of L. In this talk we define strongly admissible first degree
loops (which are admissible). We then show that a. strongly admissible loop
exists for every l" tha.t it is uniquely determined ~y /:', and that it is an RIP
loop. These results are then extended to quadratic system.s with a linear
term X = x * x +Bz,x(O) = {.

V.V. GOLDBERG :

Rank problems for webs
Let "W(d, n, r) be a. d-web gjven by d foliatioDs of codimention r on
(nr)-dimensional differentiable manifold X. The definition of the q-rank Rq ,

1 ::; q ::; r, of such a web is due to P.A. Griffiths. There are two fundamental
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rank problems; a) To find an upper bound for Rq (if it exiats), and b) To
describe webs of maximum q-rank. The following results are presented:

1. The connection between the rank problems and the Grassmannization
and algebraization problems for webs (Che~n-Griffiths, Akivis, Wood, •
Goldberg). -

2. The Chem-Griffiths results on rank problems for webs W(d, n, 1).

3. The relationship between almost Grusmannizable webs and wehs of
maximum rank (in particular, Little's result: a web W(d, n, r),
d> ren - 1) +2, of·maximum r-rank iso almost Grassmannizable).

4. The author's results on both r-rank problems for webs W(~, 2, r) and
W(6,3,2).

5. The author's results on both I-rank problems for webs W(d, 2, T).

6. The Damiano results on (n -1)-rank for webs of curves in X n , general
izing the famous Bol example of a web W(5, 2,1) of maximum I-rank
which is not algebraizable.

7. Other results in rank problems (Blaschke, Bompiani, Naziroy., Indrup-
skaya). .

8. Application of rank problems to physics (Ferapontov, BaJ.k).

In conclusion, some open problems for rank of webs are formulated.

A. HENAUT:
Linearization problem for webs in C 2

Let W be a d-web in (C2 ,0). We assume that the leaves of W are integral
curves of the following vector fields: Xi = 8x + bi8y for 1 :::; i :::; d, where
bi E C{x, y} with bi(O) # bj(O) for 1 $ i < j :::; d. It follows that there
exists a unique polynomial Pw(x, y; bä) = E~:~ Pkbk E C{x, y}[b] such that
deg Pw :::; d-I and Pw(x, y; bä) = Xä(bil for 1 ~ i ~ d. Each leaf ofW satis
fies the second-order differential equation: y" = Pw(x, y; y'). We prove that:
W is linearizable iff deg Pw ~ 3 äwl (Po, PI, P2, P3) satisfies an explicit
non-linear differential system. Moreover, up to an automorphism of p2, ev~

ery Ioeal isomorphism 4> : (C2, 0) -+ (p2, 4>(0» giving a linearization of W is
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given. This result extends works by Liouville, Tresse and Arnold. Using the
abelian relation space, we generalize the classica1 resulton the 4-web of max
imal rank 3 in (C2,O) due to Poinca.re : k1 W be a d-web in (C2 ,O)~
maximal rank aud d ~ 4, .t1wl w is linearizable (therefore, algebraic) iff
deg Pw ::s; 3. This result gives the ans'Y~r to a problem by ehern.

K.H. HOFMANN:
A Lie theory for semigroups

We consider subsemigroups of Lie groups. H S is a subset of a Lie group G
with Lie algebra g, we set L(S) ={X E g: exp R+·X ~ S}. H S is a closed
semigroup, then L(S) is a Lie wedge, where a Lie wedge W in a Lie algebra g
is a closed convex (not necessarily pointed) cone such that ead X W =W for
all X E W n-W. A semigroup S ~ G is called locaJly divisible iff there is
an open identity neighborhood V in G such that for all n E N, a1l sESnV
there is an x E SnV suchthat x~ =8. A locally divisible ~emigroup has
a Lie wedge W = L(S), a so ca.lled Lie semialgebra: There is a Campbel1
Hausdorff neighborhood B of 0 in g such that (W nB)*(W nB) ~ W. Lie
semialgebras have been classified by Eggert (1990). It was shown by Lawson
and the speaker that a closed subsemigroup S of a Lie group G is divisible
iff S = exp L(S). These authors also showed that a divisible semigroup is
locally divisible if it has no. invertible element other than 1. It has been
an open problem of long standing whether this is' true in general. Recently,
Wolfgang A.F. Ruppert and the speaker were able to prove quite generally
that the Lie wedge of a divisible semigroup is a Lie semialgebra. The lecture
begins with an illustration from chronogeometry as a motivation for a Lie
theory of semigroups. It proceeds through an indication of the basic theory
and concludes with the results on divisibility mentioned above.

M. KIKKAWA:
Projectivity ol homogeneous lelt Lie loops and tangent algebras

It is weIl known that connected and simply connected geodesic homogeneous
left Lie loops are characterized by their tangent Lie tripie algebras. As for
projectivity relation among them, we have:

THEOREM. .Lfi (G, jJ) .end (G, p*) be geodesic homogeneous lelt Lie loops
with the same identity element e, on a cODnected and simply connected
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ariaJytic' manifold G. Denote by: 9 := (Te(G); XY, [X, Y, zn (res~. g* :=

(Te(G); ~ *Y,< x, Y, Z >)) the tangent Lie tripie algebra of (G,I:')~.
.' (G,J.I*»,-~[~,r):=XY-X*Y..

. Ilum(G,J.I) ü.d. (G,J.I*) Me inprojective relation iff the binary system
L := (Te(G); [X, Y)) forms a Lie algebra with the"following properties:

(1) a.d LeDer g,

(2) D(g,g) C Der L,

~·perdenotes the derivation algebra and.D(X, Y) t~e inner derivations
of the Lie tripie algebra g. .

V. LAZAREVA :
Thr~webs in' home>geneous'spaces

Lef G be a Lie group of dimension 2r+p. Suppose that there are three (r+p)
'dimensional subgroups Go"O: = 1,2,3, on G having a eommon subgroup H.
Then a three-web is defined on the homogeneOus space M = G/ H. The
leaves of this web are the subsets g(Ga/H). Such a web is called' aG-web.
The properties of G-webs are considered. The method is gi"en to find a
subclass of G-webs in a given web dass. All G-webs are found for which G
is a simple group. Some op:et:l problems' are di~cussed.

P.'MIKHEEV:
The Chern-Akivis-Shelekhov problem on hexagonal three-webs

We present the results on the infinitesimal theory of hexagonal three-webs
(on "hexagonal algebra") within the context of the general theory of smooth
algebraie systems.

P. NAGY:
Collineation groups generated by Bol refleetions

The Bol condition for three-nets can be formulated by the existenee of invo
lutory eollineations with axes in a peneH of parallellines. We prove that the
eollineation group generated by these refieetions has· an epimorphism onto
the (left) translation group of the coordinate loop. If the (left) nucleus of this
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loop is trivial, then this is an isomorphism. Consequently, this collineation
group of the classical three-net over the octonion loop p1 is PSO(8). This
collineation gro'QP has a faithful representation in the group of projectivities
if (1) the left nucleus of the loop is trivial, or (2) the loop has automorphic
inverse property. If the three-net is embedded into a projective plane in a
suitab.e way, then the Bol reflections can be continued to c'?Uineations of
the plane.

A. SHELEKl;IOV :
Three-webs and identities in 190f~

It is well-known that all classical multidimensional three~webs can be defined
by some simple identities fulfilled in every ~oordinate loop of the web. First,
we consider an arbitrary regular identity S and discuss the following prob
lem: whi~ identities give new classes of wehs? In particular, the E-webs
defined by the elastisity identity (xy)x ;:: x(yx) are investigated. Secondly,
the so called the kth order identities with one variable, generalizing the
monoassociativity identity x 2 • x =:= x . x 2 , are introduced and described.

A. SHELEKHOV :
An aJge~raic .interpretation cf hi6her order tensors of a three-web

The sequence of the basic tensor fields are connected with a multidimensional
three:-web W: torsion and curvature tensors a and b, and the covariant
derivations (with respect to ehern connection) of the tensor b. It is well
known that the tensors a and b are the obstructions to the commutativity
and associa.tivity, respectively, of the coordinate loops of W. We give an
interpretation cf other basic tensors of a three-web in terms of coordinate
loops cf this web. Several applications are given and some new problems
are discussed.
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J.D.H. SMITH :
Comtrans aJ.l?ebras

Comtrans algebras are part of the tangential algebraic structure locally co
ordinatizing a web. Recent progress· in the study of comtrans algebras is
'described, including simple algebras, representation theory, and some inter
esting examples.

K. STRAMBACH :
Loops aB invariant sections in grOUPS

In- a joint paper with P. Nagy (Szeged) we identify loops with the set L of
its left -translations in the group G generated by L and study properties of
loops wmch can be expressed a.s invariant properties of L with ·respect to
actions ·of G. For-example, we introduce the dass of left conjugacy dosed
loops; these are loops such that L is invariant with respeet to conjugations
by elementsof G. We characterize in tms dass the subdas·s c10sed with
respect to isotopisms bya new configurational condition. We show that
for differentiable left conjugacy c10sed loops L the group G is a Lie group;
moreover, G contains a sharply transitive normal subgroup N.

M. STROPPEL :
Semigfoups and the "Foundations of Geometry"

By the "Foundations of Geometry" one means the study of geometries that
shar~ important properties'of. Euclidean Geometry. Our foeus of interest
are topological planes: incidence structures (P, I) where two members of P
aIways are (continuously) joined by a unique member of I, while intersections

- of lines need not to exist. However, we require that the interseetioD map
has an open domain of definition (in fact, a "planarity condition"). For
these planes, we study endomorphisms and show : The semigroup of all
endomorphisms of a (locally) compact connected projective (or affine) plane
of finite topological dimension coincides with its group of automorphisms.
Dropping either the assumption of connectedness or the parallel axiom, one
obtai~s a cancellative semigroup that may be compatively large (a main
example -: the hyperbolic plane).
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Open problems

I. Find aIl d-webs of curves on n-dimensional manifold of maximum
(n - I)-rank. (S.S. ehern)

2. Is the Chern-Griftiths sufticient condition of algebraizability of webs
W(d, n, 1) true without nonnality ? (S.S. ehern)

3. Are there other webs W(5, 2, I) of maximum rank 6 besides the alge
braic ones and Bol'scounterexample? (S.S. ehern)

4. Is the exceptional (n +3)-web of curves in X n , n > 2, found by
D. Damiano, the only non-linearizable (n +3)-web of dimension 1 and
maximum (n - I)-rank (n + I)(n + 2)/2 ? (S.S. ehern)

5. Determine all webs W(d, n, r), n > 2, of maximum r-rank.
(S.S. ehern)

6. Find examples of non-aJgehraizable wehs W(d, n, r), n > 2, of maxi
mum r-rank other than Goldberg's and Little's examples.
(V.V. Goldberg)

7. Are all wehs W(r(n - 1) + 2, n, r) of maximum r-rank almost Grass
manni~able? If the answer is no,

a) Find under what condition trus is the case; and

b) Give examples of webs W( r(n - I) + 2, n, r) of maximum r-rank
which are not al~ost Grassmannizable. (V.V. Goldberg)

8. Find the upper bound for the maximum q-rank for webs W(d, n, r)
and describe webs W(d, n, T) of maximum q-rank for arbitrary or some
particular values of q, d, n and T. (V.V. Goldberg)

9. Find canonical expansion for the Bolloops. For t~is : express all coef
ficients of this expansion in terms of the curvature and torsion tensors
defining the operations in the Bol algebra and use the main identities
(of the Bol algebra). which these tensors satisfy. (M.A. Akivis)

10. Is the following theorem valid: if the multiplication operation in a. Bol
loop is thrice differentiable, then it is analytical ? (M.A. Akivis)

11. Study the structural theory of W-algebras, and in particular, the Bol
a1gebras. (M.A. Akivis)
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12. Construct the theory of differentiable quasigroups and multidimen
sionaJ three:webs by means of differential operators. (This kind of
exposition will be more clear for physicists who is interested in this
theory). (M.A. Akivis)' .

13. Find or construct ..new g~metric realization ~f three-webs

a) ?n which one of classicaJ closure conditions holds;

b) whieh are isoclinie or transversally geodesie but not Grassmanniz
able. (M.A. Akivis)

14'. Given an Akivis' ~gebra A = (A, [ , ), ( ,', )), a comtr:ans 'algebra
CT(A) 18 obtained with [x, y, zJ"=< x, y, z>= [[x, y), z) + '(x, y,z)
- (y, x, z). Ir CT(A) is simple, does it follow that A is simple? (The
answer is "yes" for A 'a Lie algebra.) (-J.D.H. Smith). . .

15. Let (G, m) be a Lie group. We know that the Akivis loops. (resp.
Akivis lo~al loops) mp,p E Z (resp. pER) on G "are in projective
relation with (G, m). Find aJl geodesic homogeneous lefi. Lie loops
(resp. loeal Lie loops) which are in projective relation with (G, m).

. . (M. Kikkawa)

16. There are known few examples ofidentities on Ioeal analytic'Ioops that
have infinitesimal theories (Lie groups, Moufang Ioops, Bolloops, ho
mogeneous (Kikkawa) loops, hypo'reductive loops, diassociative loops).
New examples are of interest. (P.O. Mikheev)' .

17. Characterize the set of dosed configurations on a multidimensional
three-web defi"tled by aregular (non-universal) identity, which is ful·
filled in a coordinate loop of this web. (A.M. Shelekhov)

18. Is the following statement true or false: if a regular identity holds in
every eoordinate loop of a multidimensional three-web W, then the
G-structure associated with this web is dosed ? (A.M. Shelekhov)

19. Consider the dass of such multidimensional three-webs in coordinate
loops of which a regular identity with two variables holds. Which
identities leads to new classes of webs ? (A.M. Shelekhov)

20. Consider the dass of non·hexagonal three-webs defined by the kth
order identity with one variable, where k > 2.
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a) Give an example of such webs.

b) Find the order ofthe corresponding G-stru.cture. (A.M. Shelekhov)

21. Find the minimal integer N such that the identity v(i) = w(z) of
length N with one variable has the order 5. '(A.M. Shelekhov)

22. Describe the algebraic proverties identities of order k with one vari
able. Give an algebraic construction ofsuch identities. (A.M. Shelekhov)

23. Find a complete system of tensorial coriditions characterizing the dass
of multidimensional elastic webs. (A.M. Shelekhov)

24. Every smooth multidimensional three-web with elastic coordinate lÖops
is necessary a Bol web. Js this statement truefor abstract three-webs?
(A.M. Shelekhov)

25. Find the tensorial chara.cterization of the dass of multidimensional
G-webs. (V.B. Lazareva, A.M. Shelekhov)

26. Classify G-webs given on a homogeneous space G/ H, where G is a
semisimple group. (V.B. Lazareva, A.M. Shelekhov)

27. Describe G-webs given on a· Lie group G. (V.B. Lazareva,
A.M. Shelekhov)

28. Study the automorphism group of a multidimensional three-web.
(V.B. Lazareva, A.M. Shelekhov)

29. Js a Coo-differentiable loop defined on an analytical manifold analytical
if all left and right translations are analytical diffeomorphisms ?
(K. Strambach, P. Nagy). . .

30. Let G be a Lie group and 9 be the Lie algebra of G. Jnvestigate the
singulaties of exp": 9 -+ G. When is exp surjective? Sampie question:
Suppose that exp 9 is a nefghborhood of z E G. Does there exist an
open ball B aroun~ 0 in 9 such that exp B is a neighborhood of z in
G ? (K.H. Hofm,ann)

31. Given a three-web with a geodesic complete ehern connection defined
on a simply connected global manifold, does such a web have" global
coordinates loops ? (P. Nagy)

Reporting : V.V. Goldberg
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